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BET TER CARE: RESIDENTIAL DINING EXPERIENCE

FOOD FOR LIFE BET TER CARE:

RESIDENTIAL  
DINING  
EXPERIENCE

GET TING READY FOR  
THE MEAL: SET TING AND  
DECORATING THE TABLES

As well as creating an enjoyable focus to 
everyone’s day, a mealtime also offers 
opportunities for residents to get involved 
in preparing the eating environment before 
and helping after the meal. This can include 
involvement with preparing, setting and 
decorating the tables, serving the food  
and clearing the tables after the meal.  
This encourages social interaction and 
can stimulate the appetite by encouraging 
activity and providing a cue that ‘the meal is 
coming soon’. It also creates opportunities for 
reminiscences of life before the care home 
by stimulating memory of ‘how it used to be’. 
This simple idea can involve gathering and 
designing a range of items to make the dining 
environment attractive, including tablecloths, 
cutlery, glasses and any special eating 
equipment. Serviette/napkin folding is also  
a useful idea, as well as combining with other 
menu designing and writing.

ACTIVITY

S

PREPARATION

1. Liaise with chefs/cooks and  
  get the menus and any 
accompaniments that will be needed 
for the meals across the week. Find  
out if any basic food preparation could 
take place in the dining areas before  
the meals in the morning or afternoon.  
This could include washing and peeling 
fruits and vegetables, mixing of 
ingredients for condiments e.g. mint 
sauce, tartar sauce.

2. Get printed copies of the 
  menus for the activity  
co-ordinators so they could design 
menus with the residents. These could 
then be displayed on the tables and 
foyer for residents, families and friends 
to see, informing them about the 
menus for the week. Menus could be 
illustrated with food photos that could 
be printed and stuck onto the menus.

3. Gather any equipment residents   
  wish to use to dress the table/s.

4. Decide how many tables will be   
       set during the activity. It might be 
that only one table is fully set as  
an example and to promote discussion. 
Menus and some table decorations 
could be placed on other tables 
depending on the level of 
 involvement of residents.
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MATERIALS / 
EQUIPMENT LIST
   Tablecloths
   Cutlery: knives, forks, spoons for dessert 
and serving (ideally include items of residents own or from second hand market stalls) 

   Glasses, beakers, wine, beer or  
sherry glasses

   Side plates
   Carafes, jugs and vessels for  
serving condiments 

   Table decorations: vases, oasis  
and dishes for flower decorating

   Small dishes, sauce boats, mustard pots 
and spoons for serving condiments including 
preserves, pickles etc

   Selecting and/or making appropriate 
condiments for the meal e.g. mixing  
mustard powder 

   Seasoning such as salt and pepper
   Butter dish and butter knife and  
a selection of spreads, e.g. butter, 
margarine, dripping

   Bread baskets and breads
   Menu writing card and paper 

IF ANY FOOD SUCH AS SAUCES, BREAD  
AND BUT TER IS TO BE HANDLED THEN 
FOLLOW HEALTHY AND SAFET Y  
GUIDANCE AS FOLLOWS:

a. Clean surfaces with hot soapy water  
  and sanitise with anti-bacterial spray  
  (use plastic-coated table coverings  
  if necessary).

b. Set out equipment and any 
  ingredients according to the menus  
  and number of participants.

c. Prepare for hand washing/cleansing  
  with a wipe/using gloves as suited  
  to the participants.

d. Gather other resources as suggested  
  in the materials/equipment list. 

Take the  
opportunity to  

encourage conversation  
and stimulate  

mealtime memories
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SESSION PL AN

1.  Help everyone to get comfortable at the table 
and get involved in choosing an activity/
decoration to complement the dining tables.

2.  If visitors are joining residents, encourage them 
to mingle. You may want to invite visitors to 
bring in any flowers or materials they have that 
could be used for the table decorations.

3.  Introduce the activity – “we are taking the 
time to enhance the dining room by getting 
involved in making the tables and dining areas 
look inviting and attractive to enhance the 
dining experience”. It’s a good opportunity 
to chat together, thinking about when eating 
together as a family or with friends and the 
special occasions and how the tables would 
be decorated differently e.g. Christmas, Easter, 
birthdays, dinner parties and what special 
preparations we made for the table.

4.  Point out all the options and make up  
a selection of ideas – e.g. folding napkins,  
making table decorations, writing and 
designing the menus. These could all be 
separate activities with items produced used 
for the actual table settings and decorations.

5.  Encourage residents who are able to support 
others to get involved in pouring water 
(coloured for those who struggle to see the 
liquid in the glass) from carafes/jugs into  
the glasses. 

6.  Encourage conversation while preparing the 
table decorations and setting the tables.

 a.  Encourage memories of family meals and 
special occasions and how the tables might 
have been presented

 b.  How can we make the dining room and 
tables look enticing? 

 c.  What are the accompaniments for a range  
of example foods e.g. roast lamb and mint 
sauce etc?

 d.  Has anyone grown flowers that have been 
used for table decorations?

 e.  Has anyone worked in the catering industry 
e.g. in a café, staff canteen, hotel or 
restaurant? How were the tables presented 
and how might a restaurant table differ to  
a staff canteen or café? 

Encourage  
memories of family 
meals and special 

occasions 
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Opportunities for all
FOR RESIDENTS  
WHO CAN  
PARTICIPATE WELL

Make independent choices. 
Offer choices from the 
suggestions above for 
example menu writing, making 
decorations, folding napkins, 
setting the tables, preparing 
and putting sauces/condiments 
in serving dishes.

FOR RESIDENTS WITH 
SOME LIMITS TO 
PARTICIPATION

Offer more step-by-step 
support. Guide choices 
depending on mobility and 
coordination. Simple table 
settings with tablecloths, 
simple folding of napkins, 
cutlery and decorations others 
may have been involved in 
making. Putting bread into 
baskets, spooning sauces into 
serving dishes.

FOR SOME RESIDENTS 
WITH SEVERE LIMITS  
TO PARTICIPATION

Involve in sensory activity – 
such as simple napkin folding, 
polishing the cutlery with a 
tea towel or putting flowers 
in a vase. Water can be added 
afterwards to avoid spills.

Putting flowers  
in jars can be  

a great sensory 
activity
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P

IDEAS TO GENERATE CONVERSATIONS,  
AID REMINISCENCE AND EXPLORE  
SENSORY EXPERIENCES 

  Collect a range of serving dishes/cutlery and 
glasses from the past and present a challenge/
quiz for residents e.g. dishes used for serving 
specific foods such as asparagus, butter dish 
and butter knife, fish knives vs steak knives.  
Get a selection of different shaped glasses such 
as sherry, wine, whiskey tumbler, beer mug  
and ask what drinks they used to serve.  
Can incorporate a pre-dinner aperitif such  
as a sherry, or a popular ladies drink from the  
past such as a snowball, into the activity  
to stimulate appetites. 

  Look at pictures of simple napkin folding 
techniques and work through these together. 
Here is a link to some examples https://
www.diynetwork.com/made-and-remade/
learn-it/easy-napkins-folds-to-dress-up-
your-table. Also look for photos of flower 
arrangement and table decorations for ideas 
and that can be copied.  

Practice simple 
napkin folding 
techniques  
together
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WHOLE SET TINGS APPROACH AND  
EXTENSION OPPORTUNITIES

  These activities can contribute to enhancing 
the resident dining experience for all meals 
offered during the day. 

  These activities can be undertaken at an  
open day / for special events such for birthdays 
and when family/friends visit for a special  
meal occasion / when local schools and 
nurseries visit.

  Trying to engage men in activities? Men 
involved in gardening activities could select 
flowers and greenery for table decorations. 
They could be invited to take part in all other 
activities as they wished including menu 
writing and selecting music to play during 
mealtime. Conversations and reminiscing 
could link well with growing and  
gardening activities.

Men involved in 
gardening activities 

could select 
flowers for table 

decorations


